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N

o matter the type of organization, success
directly connects to employees achieving
corporate objectives, which is why creating
a better workplace for employees to thrive

is critical. Organizations often set out to create
this environment by implementing a wide range
of resources to develop, educate, and protect
employees, and part of that effort should include
a preventive office ergonomics program.
With an ergonomics program, organizations can
stop office injuries before they even begin. Too
many organizations simply wait and let their
health and safety team react to an endless stream
of urgent issues, repetitive strain injuries, injuryrelated work restrictions, requests for ergonomics
equipment, and complaints from their employees.
Meanwhile, many employees suffer in silence with
discomfort from this reactive strategy, costing

On top of these common problems, many organizations

organizations time and money from lost productivity. All that

see a jump in musculoskeletal disorder claims from

money organizations invest in employees slips away when

cumulative trauma when they don’t implement a proper

discomfort impacts their work or, worse yet, their desire to

office ergonomics program. These injuries are also known as

work for their organization.

repetitive strain injuries, carpal tunnel syndrome, and a long
list of other specific diagnoses for injury claims that occur

Does My Organization Show Signs of
Failed Office Injury Prevention?
Despite all that’s on the line, few organizations implement
a proactive office ergonomics program to measure and
monitor office hazards. Without a proactive program in place,

from office work.
In fact, the Workers’ Compensation Insurance Rating Bureau
(WCIRB) of California released a recent study in October 2018
on cumulative trauma claims that found rates on this type of
claim increased by 50 percent in California since 2008.

organizations typically experience a string of workplace
issues. These include:
•

•

Lost work days due to workers’ compensation

Embrace Technology to Prevent Ergonomic
Risks and Reduce Costs
To protect your workers and drive organizational success,

claims.

organizations should focus on prevention using a risk-based

Lost productivity or even paid time off taken

strategy supported by advanced technology. Implementing

because of discomfort.

cloud-based software, for instance, can help organizations
efficiently identify, assess, and control office ergonomic risks,

•

Increasing workers’ compensation claims.

•

Employees seeking help only after they are

way to enhance an occupational health and safety or

seriously impacted, resulting in less effective

wellness program. With cloud-based software, organizations

interventions.

can quickly and easily identify high-risk workers, improve

Dissatisfaction with the ergonomics program.

employees’ awareness of risky behaviors, and show

•

and the process is a surprisingly simple and cost-effective

employees how to improve their overall ergonomic health.
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An Enviance case study even found that using office

Leading organizations heavily invest in the early identification

ergonomics software can significantly reduce workers’

of employee office ergonomic risk. With the right ergonomics

compensation claims. According to the case study,

software solution, these companies can strengthen their

claims from employees who used the company-provided

organization’s culture, build employee trust, and make

office ergonomics software cost 76 percent less than

employees’ productivity, health, and safety a top priority. In

nonparticipating employees, and 88 percent of total

doing so, you protect your greatest asset – your employees.

workers’ compensations claims came from nonparticipating

To learn more about how your organization can effectively

employees.

guide your employee health and safety program to achieving
better results, visit www.enviance.com

Step One:

Step Two:

Step Three:

Identify and Measure Risk by
Collecting Employee Data.

Improve Visibility, Oversight, &
Outcomes With Case Management.

Demonstrate Improvement
With Enterprise Analytics.

Use employee self-assessments,

Use case management to spend

Use enterprise analytics to report

training, device usage data, and

more time providing care,

program improvements and highlight

discomfort reporting to prevent

standardize evaluations, document

lower costs and risk reduction

injuries by identifying your high-

interventions, and increase health

throughout your organization.
Read More...

risk employees and targeting

and safety team productivity

customized solutions employees

and overall service quality.

can execute on their own.

Read More...

Read More...

To learn more, visit our guide “Office Ergonomics: How to Recognize Symptoms
and Risk Factors, Perform Evaluations, and Meet Organizational Goals.”
CLICK HERE TO LEARN MORE
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Schedule a no-pressure demonstration today by contacting an
Enviance representative at 1.866.368.4262 or start@enviance.com.
Or visit www.enviance.com/request-a-demo.

Based in Carlsbad, California, Enviance is a leader in cloud-based
Environmental, Health and Safety (EH&S) software, leveraging cloud
computing technology to deliver its platform online in real time—
anywhere, anytime and enterprise-wide. Deployed by some of the world’s
leading corporations and governments, the company’s solutions enable
organizations to better measure, manage and report mission-critical EH&S data.
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